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Abstract:
In the Software Engineering,The reliability model, and a reliability analysis technique are very importent for
component-based software. The technique is named as Scenario-Based Reliability Analysis (SBRA). Using scenarios of
component interactions, we construct a probabilistic model named Component-Dependency Graph (CDG .The CDG is to
represent the architectural dependency between components and possible execution paths. And it is also developed for
distributed software systems.
Index Terms—Component-based software, component-dependency graphs (CDG), scenario-based reliability analysis
(SRBA), software reliability analysis and modeling.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Component Based Software Engineering is a
specialized form of software reuse concerned with
building software from existing components
(including Commercial Off-The-Shelf components,
COTS) by assembling them together in an
interoperable manner. Achieving a highly reliable
software application is a difficult task, even when
high quality, pre-tested, and trusted software
components are composed together . As a result,
several techniques have emerged to analyze the
reliability of component-based applications.
These can be categorized as:
a) System-level reliability estimation. Reliability is
estimated for the application as a whole.
b) Component-based reliability estimation. The
application reliability is estimated using the
reliability of the individual components and their
interconnection mechanisms.
The first approach treats the software system as a
unit. This approach is not the most suitable for
component-based applications because it does not
consider compositional properties of systems, and
does not accommodate the reliability growth of
individual components. The limitations of systemlevel approaches for component-based applications.
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As for the second approach, two issues arise. The
first is about estimating the reliability of individual
components, and the second is about analyzing the
reliability of the application by aggregating the
reliabilities of constituting components. This paper
addresses the second problem, the analysis of the
reliability of a component-based system as a
function of its constituents. We are concerned with
reliability analysis models for systems whose
design is substantially based on independent
execution scenarios.
This work is motivated by the need to:
i) Study the sensitivity of the application
reliability to reliabilities of components and
their interfaces. This guides the process of
identifying components and interfaces with
critical impacts on system reliability. We can
analyze the effects of replacing components
with new ones, with similar/same interfaces
but improved reliability.
ii) Develop a probabilistic technique for
reliability analysis which is applicable at the
architecture level.. Many reliability analysis
techniques use test cases and fault injection.
Using scenarios has the advantage of
applicability in the early phases of
development life cycle.
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iii) Analyze the reliability of a component-based
application even when the source code is not
available (i.e. fault injection and seeding
would not be applicable). This is frequently
required by systems built of COTS
components.
iv) Develop a reliability analysis technique that
addresses issues related to the distributed
nature of software systems, such as the
complexity and hierarchical composition
of
subsystems. Moreover, physical
distribution of components imposes the need
for careful treatment of inter-component link
reliabilities.
II. BACKGROUND
The Several reliability models and estimation
techniques have been proposed to assess the
reliability of component-based applications.
Gokhale discuss the flexibility offered by discreteevent simulation to analyze component-based
applications. Their approach relies on random
generation of faults in components using a
programmatic procedure which returns the interfailure arrival time of a given component. The total
number of failures is calculated for the application
under simulation, and its reliability is estimated.
This approach assumes the existence of a control
flow graph of a program. The simulation approach
assumes failure and repair rates for components,
and uses them to generate failures in executing the
application. It also assumes constant execution time
per component interaction, and ignores failures in
component interfaces and links (transition
reliabilities). Sanyal et al. introduce Program
Dependency Graphs and Fault Propagation
Analysis for analytical reliability estimation of
component based-applications. The approach is
code-based
(reverse-engineering)
where
dependency graphs are generated from source code,
which may not be available for off-the-shelf
components.
Krishnamurthy assess the reliability of
component-based applications using a technique
called Component Based Reliability Estimation
(CBRE). The approach is based on test information
and test cases. For each test case, the execution path
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is identified. The path reliability is calculated using
the reliability of the components assuming a series
connection (using the independent failure
assumption and perfect interfaces between
components). This approach does not consider
component interface faults, although they are
considerable factors in reliability analysis of
component-based software. In an attempt to borrow
ideas from the hardware reliability engineering
community, a research group at the University of
Toronto proposes that designers should follow
certain disciplines in software component
development. They develop a set of design and
interaction rules to minimize the interaction and
dependence between components. The proposed
rules facilitate modeling the component-based
system as Markov chains and, hence, we can apply
the same reliability analysis techniques as in the
case of hardware systems. A similar study of the
failure dependency between components is
discussed. However, such discipline is difficult to
impose in practice.
The techniques discussed above are so called
path-based approaches to reliability analysis of
component-based software. Most path-based
approaches assume that components fail
independently, thus providing a pessimistic
estimate of system reliability. Gokhale propose a
technique which allows handling of dependent
failures. The solution takes into account timedependent representation of component reliability,
and a fixed execution time per interaction. Everett
describes an approach which uses the Extended
Execution Time (EET) reliability growth model to
arrive at a composite reliability growth model for
the testing period. The proposed CDG model and
SBRA algorithm could be integrated into the
“superimpose component reliability” step in
Everett’s framework.
Schneidewind addresses the problem of assessing
the reliability of distributed systems in which a set
of client and server nodes remotely communicate
with each other over a network. Physical
distribution imposes the need to consider new
factors in reliability analysis of software systems:
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a) accounting for a possibility that the
survivability of certain client and server
components will be more critical to the system
operation than others, and
b) accounting for the possibility of using
redundant services across the network to allow
system recovery if one of the critical nodes fails.

Definition 2: A Node “n ”: n ϵ Nmodels a
component Ci, and is defined by the

Goseva-Popstojanova and Trivedi present a
classification of architecture-based approaches to
reliability assessment of component-based software
systems. They identify three classes based on the
methods used to describe the architecture, and
aggregate the failure behavior of components and
connectors. These classes are:
a) state-based where software architectures and
failure behavior are represented as a Markov chain
or a semi-Markov process;
b) path-based where reliability is estimated for
set of execution scenarios [33], [35]; and
c) additive models which focus on estimating the
time-dependent failure intensity of the system using
components failure data.

Definition 3: Component Reliability “RCi ”:RCi is
the probability that the component Ci executes
correctly (failure free) upon invocation.

III.COMPONENT DEPENDENCY GRAPH
(CDG)
The Control flow graphs are the classical method of
revealing the structure, decision points, and
branches in program code. We adapt the control
flow graph principles to component-based
applications to represent the architectural
dependency between components and possible
execution paths. We call this graph a Component
Dependency Graph, CDG. In this section we define
the graph, while the following section describes
how to calculate graph attributes.
Definition 1: A Component Dependency Grap‹h
“CDG”: A CDG is defined by the tuple‹N,E,s,t›,
whereN,E is a directed graph, is the start node,t is a
termination node. N is a set of nodes in the graph,N
={ni} , i = 1…|N|, and E is a set of directed edges in
the graph, E ={ei} , i = 1…|E|.
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tuple‹NCi,RCi,ECi›,where:NCi is the name of
component , is the reliability of component Ci,
andECi average execution time of the component
Ci .

Definition 4: Average Execution Time of a
Component “ECi ”:ECi is the average execution
time of a component Ci .
Definition 5: A Directed Edge “ e ”:e ϵ E models
the control flow transfer from one component to
another. It is annotated by the tuple‹Tij,RTij,PTij›
where:Tij is the transition name from nodeni tonj ,
denoted‹ni, nj›, is the transition’s reliability,
andPTij is the transitio‹n’s execution probability.
Definition 6: Transition Reliability “RTij ”: RTij
Is the probability that information sent from
component Ci to Cj component is delivered errorfree. This probability includes possible interface
errors and possible channel delivery errors, as
discussed in Section IV-A-3.
Definition 7: Transition Probability “ PTij”: PTij
the conditional probability Cj will execute next
given that Cicurrently executing. The sum of
outgoing transition probabilities from any node
must be unity.
Thus, a CDG is defined as follows:
CDG = ‹N, E, s, t›,
N = { n }, E = { e }, s and t are the start
and termination nodes
n = ‹NCi, RCi, ECi›,
e = ‹Tij, RTij,PTij›,
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software. The technique is named as ScenarioBased Reliability Analysis (SBRA). Using
scenarios of component interactions, we construct a
Fig. 1 shows the CDG of a system consisting of
probabilistic model named Component-Dependency
four components.
Graph (CDG .The CDG is to represent the
architectural dependency between components and
possible execution paths. And it is also developed
for distributed software systems.
Tij = ‹ni, nj›

This paper defines a new approach to analyze the
reliability of component-based, and distributed
software systems.. Component Dependency Graphs
ANALYSIS (SBRA)
serve as reliability models for component-based
We propose to analyze the reliability of a systems. In the future enhancement,We define the
component-based software application in three Parameter Estmation,CDG Construction and
Reliability Analysis Algorothm
steps:

IV.SCENARIO BASED RELIABILITY

a) estimation of the parameters used in the
reliability model;
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